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QUESTION 1

Your organization has lot controlled and non-lot controlled material and stores all defective material in a 

subinventory called "Defect." The organization does not want defective material to be available for 

reservations or for subsequent shipping to customers. 

Which option satisfies this requirement? 

A. Put a hold on the lot. 

B. Disallow all inventory transactions for the subinventory "Defect." 

C. Assign the subinventory a material status that disallows reservations and allows subinventory transfers and issues to
scrap. 

D. Tag the lot as defective product. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

While negotiating the terms of the consignment agreement, the buyer and the supplier mutually agree to set the aging
onset point as receipt and the aging period as five days. The terms also say that the consumption advice will be
generated daily. In which three scenarios will the goods be transferred from the supplier\\'s ownership to buyer\\'s
ownership? (Choose three.) 

A. You received the goods today and after three days you transfer the ownership using the "create transfer to consigned
transaction" task. 

B. You received the goods today and after six days you decide to transfer the ownership using the "create transfer to
consigned transaction" task. 

C. You received the goods today and you decide to issue the goods after three days without transferring the ownership. 

D. You received the goods today and after four days you return the material to the supplier. 

E. You received the goods today and for the next one week you do not plan any action on the same. 

F. You received the goods today and you transfer the ownership using the "create transfer to owned transaction" task. 

Correct Answer: CEF 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You set up an item organization and an inventory organization as part of your customer\\'s requirement. Your customer
has, by mistake, performed a receipt transaction in the item organization instead of the inventory organization. How wiil
you rectify the error? 
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A. Perform a correct receipt transaction and receive the item in the correct organization. 

B. Perform a return of item and receive the item again in the correct organization. 

C. It is not possible to receive item in the item organization. 

D. Perform a new receipt in the correct organization and retain the stock in item organization because it does not affect
any other operation. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Identify the availability type that is applicable for the item quantities maintained in a unit of measure different from the
primary unit of measure and is available for various transactions. 

A. Available 

B. Secondary Available Quantity 

C. Reserved 

D. On Hand 

E. Secondary On-hand Quantity 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Your client wants the purchasers to be able to run the min-max plan for items under their control and then 

manage the POs created out of these. 

Which parameters can they use to be able to do this? 

A. From Planner to Planner 

B. From Buyer to Buyer 

C. From Item to Item 

D. Sort by 

E. Planning Level 

Correct Answer: C 
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